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Abstract: The rapidly-growing capacity of Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs), combined with the steady introduction of hardwired support for a multitude of diverse interfaces and functionalities, has promoted FPGAs to an attractive and capable platform for hosting even extended System-on-Chip (SoC) designs. The integration of the overlaid (on-FPGA or soft) platform and the communication of its components requires also an efficient overlaid communication mechanism. Scalable interconnection networks that use a network of switches connected with point-to-point links can parallelize the communication between soft modules and improve performance significantly. Such on-chip interconnection networks are already a mainstream technology for ASICs, while they are becoming a need and critical in FPGA-based systems. ASIC-oriented interconnection networks even if appropriately customized for the on-chip environment, still lead to sub-optimal designs when transferred directly to FPGAs. This deficit is attributed to the inefficient mapping of the network’s switches and their components to the configurable logic array of the FPGA, which is a peculiar hardware realization substrate in terms of the relative speed and cost of logic vs. wires vs. memory. This talks presents the implementation constraints set by the FPGA fabric for the design of soft interconnection networks and presents new FPGA-targeted architectures. The described techniques focus on the fined-grained decomposition of the switch and the adoption of an elastic flow control mechanism.
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